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ACRONYMS

AIDS -            Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

ART -           Antiretroviral Therapy

ARVs -            Antiretrovirals

CBO -            Community-Based Organisation

CBV -           Community-Based Volunteer

GFATM -            Global Fund to Fight against HIV,TB and Malaria

HIV -            Human Immunodeficiency Virus

OI -            Opportunistic Infections

PLHIV -            Poeple Living with HIV

ToT - Training of Trainers

VCT - Voluntary Counselling and Testing
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Part 2  of the handbook looks specifically at how culture, gender and HIV

are connected. If we don't make these connections for ourselves we may

continue to deal with each separately and wonder why nothing ever

changes!  Studies undertaken in sub-Saharan Africa make it clear that

certain cultural practices, together with the low status and economic

power of women increase women and girl's vulnerability to HIV. This is

the first connection we must make.This is why women are placed at the centre of culture, gender and HIV. You have seen this

diagram before. Now you  need to share the ideas this diagram represents with the communities you work in.

It has been said that a good teacher doesn't just describe a forest to a student and expect them to understand but also takes

them to a place where they can see and understand the forest for  themselves.

Understanding can lead
to change. It's a step
in the right direction.

1

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

A practical guide for community-based volunteers
working in communities
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Part 2 is all about working with and for others.You will need to first get to know the contents.Then ask your own

questions.When you are ready, meet with the community and explain what you would like to do. Make a plan

together to find time to do the activities. Discuss where to meet, when, who should attend and so on.

Remember the steps to mainstreaming? That should be your general guide to using these activities with

communities.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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(See you asked, we answered booklet)

In all the countries of southern Africa, culture continues to encourage and maintain the view of men and boys as

superior to women and girls.Why is this? It is how boys and girls are raised in the family and in the community.

Culture is a major driver of gender-based discrimination in southern Africa.

When trying to understand the complex connections between culture, gender and HIV, it is helpful as individuals

and as communities to look at the different things we believe and do with new eyes (this is why people sometimes

call looking at things with an understanding of gender,or HIV and now culture as looking through a lens!) In this way we can link our cultural practices to gender issues (the

different needs of women and men,girls and boys) and HIV.

Whilst many cultural attitudes, beliefs and practices are common across southern Africa, many are unique. Ensuring discussions are based on the local reality means issues

raised will be practical and useful suggestions for the way forward will come up. There are a lot of activity cards in this section to help everyone to get talking and identify how

to become change agents.You must bring your own learning and your understanding of the community to these discussions.One size does not fit all when it comes to culture,

gender and HIV!

OUR CULTURAL ATTITUDES, BELIEFS AND PRACTICES

Women's empowerment
through support of

their rights is a necessary
strategy for change.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

15 - 20 minutes

The objective here is to bring what you have read so far to the groups you work with. Why? Understanding culture is important if we are to

understand how it connects with gender and HIV.Use this action card to talk about culture with the groups you work with.Remember,people like

to talk and share how they feel and their experiences, so make plenty of time for discussion.This activity should take 1½ - 2 hours.Go through the

actions one by one.

The objective here is to bring what you have read so far to the groups you work with. Why? Understanding culture is important if we are to

understand how it connects with gender and HIV.Use this action card to talk about culture with the groups you work with.Remember,people like

to talk and share how they feel and their experiences, so make plenty of time for discussion.This activity should take 1½ - 2 hours.Go through the

actions one by one.

NOTES FOR STEP 1
Prepare your thoughts

in advance. Use the
page overleaf

if you want.

FIRST ACTION: LOOKING TOGETHER AT OUR CULTURE AND TRADITIONS

This can be done as a group of volunteers or with your communities.With the community you will

have to decide what the groups should be - women and men? Young and old? Or different groups

separately.You want group participants to be - comfortable so they can speak freely and be able to

listen and learn.

FIRST ACTION: LOOKING TOGETHER AT OUR CULTURE AND TRADITIONS

This can be done as a group of volunteers or with your communities.With the community you will

have to decide what the groups should be - women and men? Young and old? Or different groups

separately.You want group participants to be - comfortable so they can speak freely and be able to

listen and learn.

Step 1 - Start with an introduction such as 'We all grew up with the word culture and today we still hear culture this

and culture that. How would you explain culture in your own words?’

Step 2 - Record what individuals say. Make a list together or take notes.What is important is to read them back and discuss them

together.There may be some similar answers so you only need to record an answer once, even if it is given by different people in the

group.

Step 3 - Decide as a group what definitions you want to keep and which to discard. Keep these for future reference.Write them on the

next page or separately with the date, place and name of the group

Step 1 - Start with an introduction such as 'We all grew up with the word culture and today we still hear culture this

and culture that. How would you explain culture in your own words?’

Step 2 - Record what individuals say. Make a list together or take notes.What is important is to read them back and discuss them

together.There may be some similar answers so you only need to record an answer once, even if it is given by different people in the

group.

Step 3 - Decide as a group what definitions you want to keep and which to discard. Keep these for future reference.Write them on the

next page or separately with the date, place and name of the group

ACTIVITY CARD 1: Let’s talk about our
culture and traditions
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

MY NOTES FOR STEP 1

MY NOTES FOR STEP 2
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action

45 minutes
- 1 hour

45 minutes
- 1 hour

SECOND ACTION: SHARING OUR CULTURE AND BELIEFS
Pictures can help get things started here.The pictures overleaf should give you some points to start a discussion. Look at the pictures together. Ask

participants to explain what they see. Does this happen in the community? Why? Is it culture?

SECOND ACTION: SHARING OUR CULTURE AND BELIEFS
Pictures can help get things started here.The pictures overleaf should give you some points to start a discussion. Look at the pictures together. Ask

participants to explain what they see. Does this happen in the community? Why? Is it culture?

Our cultural practices and beliefs:

This discussion should also bring out issues of what it means to be a man or a woman, a girl or a boy.You can also introduce gender by

asking 'do we do things/act in certain ways because we are men/women, girls/boys, younger/older or is it because society tells us to?' or

'would there be a different picture if this was a woman? Man? And if “yes”why?

This discussion should also bring out issues of what it means to be a man or a woman, a girl or a boy.You can also introduce gender by

asking 'do we do things/act in certain ways because we are men/women, girls/boys, younger/older or is it because society tells us to?' or

'would there be a different picture if this was a woman? Man? And if “yes”why?

Step 1 – Open discussion on the pictures at the back of

this page by using questions, as suggested above, and

guide feedback from participants in relation to 'cultural

practices' and 'beliefs', and encourage a gender

perspective to be shared as well.

Step 2 - Once the pictures have been discussed make a list

below of all the cultural practices that all of the

community or just some of the community get involved

in.This list should be made freely and no suggestion

should be disregarded/rejected at this time. Keep this list

as you will come back to it later.

2nd Action

ACTIVITY CARD 1: Let’s talk about our
culture and traditions (continued)
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action

Pictures for Activity Card 1: 2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

KEY WORDS

Possessions
Value

Protection
Vulnerability

Role of women
Respect

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

KEY WORDS

Girls only Good girls

Dignity Bad Girls

Respect
Rejection

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

KEY WORDS

Illegal Old fashioned
Criminal

Child abuse
Male dominance

AlternativesMale greed

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

KEY WORDS

Multiple partners Respect
HIV Loyalty

Condoms Polygamy
Care

“Small houses”Trust

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action
30 - 40 minutes

THIRD ACTION: CULTURE IS ALWAYS CHANGING
Some group work always helps to get deeper discussions underway and can be fun. In the smaller groups more involving discussion can be had

and answers and reasons more clearly explained.

Step 1 – Ask everyone to get into smaller groups.You might have ideas about how the groups should be made up - if so share this at the start.

Step 2 – In the smaller groups ask participants to take about 15 minutes and think of, and share, practices that:

A. Used to be carried out in the community or in other areas, which are no longer socially acceptable or are now illegal or just not done for other reasons.

B. Were not accepted in the past but are now accepted.

Step 3 – Ask each group to share their answers and give their reasons with the larger group.This action is to show that culture is 'not static but is dynamic' so change is

part and parcel of culture and tradition! Use the notes overleaf to record the answers for A and B and review them with the group.You may use them again when

working with the community.

THIRD ACTION: CULTURE IS ALWAYS CHANGING
Some group work always helps to get deeper discussions underway and can be fun. In the smaller groups more involving discussion can be had

and answers and reasons more clearly explained.

ACTIVITY CARD 1: Let’s talk about our
culture and traditions (continued)
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action

NOTES FOR 3RD ACTION: Culture is Dynamic!

A. Not acceptable anymore B. Still acceptable
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

30 minutes

The objective here is to bring what you have read and learned to the groups you work with. Reading about gender and rights doesn't mean we

understand it! When we read or hear information we can interpret it in different ways.Why? Because of our different experiences.Use this action card to

talk about gender with the community.All the time keep culture in mind.This activity will need at least 1½ hours.Go through each action step by step.

The objective here is to bring what you have read and learned to the groups you work with. Reading about gender and rights doesn't mean we

understand it! When we read or hear information we can interpret it in different ways.Why? Because of our different experiences.Use this action card to

talk about gender with the community.All the time keep culture in mind.This activity will need at least 1½ hours.Go through each action step by step.

ACTIVITY CARD 2: Let’s talk about gender and culture

Remember when brainstorming
there are 4 rules:

1. No offensive or rude
suggestions.

2. No comments/judgements
on anyone's contribution.

3. All contributions accepted.
4. Everyone gets a chance.

FIRST ACTION: WHAT‘GENDER’MEANS?

Our experiences shape our beliefs just as much as our families and communities.

Step 1 - Begin by asking participants in turn: 'Given the chance, would you have liked to be born male or

female? Explain why.' Have an open brainstorming discussion on this.This will help to understand different

experiences and share issues relating to gender roles and any inequalities people feel there are.

Step 2 – After discussion note down the points generally agreed on by the whole group.Some answers might

be quite playful.As long as they don't distract from the issue they will help lighten some of the more serious responses that may occur. Thank everyone for

their thoughts.Use the notes on the other side of this page to record key responses.Read back the important contributions.Keep a record of date, location

and group for use in planning future sessions.
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

NOTES FOR 1ST ACTION: What gender means?
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action

SECOND ACTION:OUR GENDER LIFELINES

The second action involves some groupwork.

Step 1 - Divide the participants into two groups. Each group

should choose someone who can report back on behalf of the

group when they are through with their discussions.

Step 2 - Ask both groups to take 30 minutes to:

• Discuss how boys and girls are expected to behave, the

taboos that surround them,how each is treated by this

community and elsewhere.

• Then the group should fill in a table like this (this is also

overleaf for you to copy and handout).

• Help facilitate the groupwork by using the outputs

from activity 1 on culture. For example, what is

expected of girls and boys today that hasn't changed?

What has changed for men and women today?

SECOND ACTION:OUR GENDER LIFELINES

The second action involves some groupwork.

ACTIVITY CARD 2: Let’s talk about gender and culture (continued)

BOY
a description of a boy’s/man’s life at this age

BOY
a description of a boy’s/man’s life at this age

GIRL
a description of a girl’s/woman's life at this age

GIRL
a description of a girl’s/woman's life at this ageAGE

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

15-20 years

20-25 years

25-45 years

45-65 years

65+ years

AGE

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

15-20 years

20-25 years

25-45 years

45-65 years

65+ years
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BOY
a description of a boy’s/man’s life at this age

BOY
a description of a boy’s/man’s life at this age

GIRL
a description of a girl’s/woman's life at this age

GIRL
a description of a girl’s/woman's life at this ageAGE

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

15-20 years

20-25 years

25-45 years

45-65 years

65+ years

AGE

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

15-20 years

20-25 years

25-45 years

45-65 years

65+ years

GENDER TIMELINE TABLE FOR ACTION CARD 2: COPY AND SHARE

2nd Action
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action

30 minutes

THIRD ACTION:WHO ISTHE DOCTOR?
This is a quiz.

Step 1 - Tell the group you are going to read them a short story and

then ask them questions.Read out the story in the box.Repeat if need

be.

Ask the group - 'Who was the doctor?'

Answer: The mother of the child was the doctor. People tend to

think all doctors are male.

Step 2 Sum up by highlighting that men and women are able to do

many of the same jobs but it is what we think and practice around

gender that result in who does what.

Step 3 – Finally, discuss these two questions in order to draw the links between gender and culture. How does gender affect culture? What

does the group think are the links?

THIRD ACTION:WHO ISTHE DOCTOR?
This is a quiz.

ACTIVITY CARD 2: Let’s talk about gender and culture (continued)

Try this out with your friends, family
and colleagues first .....

"A man and his son are driving down the highway in
a truck. The man driving is a doctor. They have a

terrible accident and the man is killed and the son
is badly injured. The son is rushed to the nearest
hospital. A doctor is called to attend to him. As
the boy is lying there, the doctor takes one look

at him and says, 'He is my son, and walks out of
the room.'

How gender conscious are you?
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action

Record the main issues and links below.
(i) How gender affects culture (ii) Links between gender & culture
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

The objective here is to help the community to link their activities on culture and gender to information on HIV.

Why? Many of us have been living with HIV in our communities for a long time now. Some of us find it easier to talk about this than others. Our personal ideas and our

community, culture and beliefs are also tied into how we deal with HIV and AIDS. Stigma is still with us and confuses our ability to make progress.This activity card

should take at least 2 hours - maybe longer.

Step 1 - Ask the participants to role play the story on the next page. By acting through it and then discussing it, the links between culture, gender, HIV and AIDS can be

better seen.

FIRST ACTION: How culture and gender link to HIVFIRST ACTION: How culture and gender link to HIV

ACTIVITY CARD 3: Culture, Gender and HIV

To focus this activity more you could pick a group of women such as

married women or teenage girls, migrant women or young unmarried women. Time

permitting you might want to take these groups in turn. One example may be

enough to get the main issues across.

Step 2 – Offer 15 minutes for thoughts on the role play to be shared, and then open a discussion around:

a) What gender roles/inequalities were being applied that would increase risk of infection?

b) What are the cultural practices and norms that could increase the risk of HIV infection shown through this role play?

c) How could Chris have behaved differently?

d) How could Thandi have behaved differently?

e) How could their relatives have behaved differently? (keep in mind gender equality and positive cultural practices). List the key responses here.

O
P

T
IO

N
S
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

Notes for better role play

Step 1 Resource

Thandi and Chris were married for ten years and had two children. Chris was promiscuous (had lots of other women he slept with)

and always fought with Thandi over his infidelity.Thandi contracted HIV from Chris and became so stressed upon knowing her HIV

status that she hung herself. On her death,Thandi's relatives had a meeting and decided that Thandi's younger sister (Rudo) would be

taken to Chris as a replacement wife for him. Chris was HIV-positive. Rudo also contracted HIV from Chris.

Step 1 Resource

Be spontaneous
Keep to time

Give simple and clear instructions
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action

SECOND ACTION: A focus on women and girls
This action requires that participants work in a group to take the issues even further. Set aside 45 minutes - 1 hour.

Step 1 -  Ask participants to get into groups or place them in groups yourself.

Step 2 - Identify a specific cultural belief/practice that enhances the risk of HIV infection for women (remember the list you made in ACTIVITY CARD 1 and the table in

ACTIVITY CARD 2 - 2nd Action). Here are some suggestions:

Chiramu

Wife Inheritance

Polygamy

Lobola/bride price

Step 3 - If you have somewhere to write or draw then put this cultural practice/belief in a

drawn circle and draw lots of empty circles around it.The diagram on the next page can help

with this.You can copy and use it as a handout if able.Within each circle group ask why the

women in question take that particular risk or fail to avoid it. Write the obvious answers in the

blank circles.The key here is to keep asking 'why is this so?'.The exercise should help the group

reveal and identify their cultural and gender beliefs and practices that can make HIV worse.

�

�

�

�

SECOND ACTION: A focus on women and girls

ACTIVITY CARD 3: Culture, Gender and HIV (continued)

poor

why
polygamy?

why
polygamy?

no
choice

no
choice

part
of my
faith

part
of my
faith
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

2nd Action

CIRCLE DIAGRAMS FOR STEP 3: COPY AND SHARE
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action

THIRD ACTION:Turning the issues on their head!
The second action looked at how cultural beliefs and practices together with gender roles can make HIV worse.This action helps us see how we can change this.

Step 1- Look at each issue again and see if there are ways that culture can prevent or reverse each? Make a list of cultural practices and gender roles that are positive!

This is really important. If there are no existing practices that can make this better, ask participants to think about

how they could do things differently.

Step 2 - Turning the what into HOW! It is never too soon to think about how change can be made.

Ask the group for suggestions on how to turn the harmful practices into positive support in a

practical way.

Guide participants to think of:

Whose help will be needed/ How change will occur/When it can be done/Where it can be

done etc.

Use the table overleaf as a starting point. Do this together as a group for 15 - 20 mins.

THIRD ACTION:Turning the issues on their head!

ACTIVITY CARD 3: Culture, Gender and HIV (continued)

Example to use
here for Step 1
Example to use
here for Step 1

sex is
negotiated

sex is
negotiated

polygamy
that works
polygamy
that works

women
agree and
are told

women
agree and
are told

condoms
used

condoms
used
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

3rd Action

Turning around and adapting cultural practices so they don't spread HIV

What practices can
we change?

Whose help will we need? How will change occur? When will change
begin/end?

Where can it start/end?

Table for Step 2:Thinking about a change
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

The objective of this activity is to get you and the community engaged in talking about the vulnerability of women and girls and move them closer to action.

Remember that gender is about the differences between the needs of women and men, girls and boys.Whilst this is understood there are particular vulnerabilities that

women face both as a result of culture and of their reproductive roles.This discussion is not about alienating or picking on men.To tackle the issues, both men and women

need to work together.You will need to make sure this is understood before getting on to the discussion.

The whole activity will need about 1½ to 2 hours for this session.

.

FIRST ACTION - AskingWhy?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Ask a participant to read the information in the box overleaf.

Ask the group to discuss each point in turn. Ask why? Ask the group if there are any

other points to add? Bring your own understanding from Part 1 to the discussion.You may

also want to remind them of information from the previous activities.

Record what is shared.

FIRST ACTION - AskingWhy?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

30 minutes

ACTIVITY CARD 4: Women in our culture
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1st Action

WHY WOMEN ARE AT THE CENTRE OF THESE COMPLEX CONNECTIONS?

WOMEN & GIRLS: Over 60o/o of those currently infected with HIV are women. This

tells us that it is women and girls who are most affected.

MARRIAGE & HIV: A woman's status in society is entirely determined by marriage and

child bearing. In addition, women are often regarded as minors and husbands, brothers and

fathers make all the decisions. Silence on matters of sexuality means women are much

less able to negotiate for safe, satisfying sex. All this may lead to an unequal

relationship in the home that can result in domestic violence, gender-based violence

and child abuse. Many faithful wives across the region are contracting HIV.

DIVORCE & WOMEN'S RIGHTS: Divorce remains a socially unacceptable option for many

women, regardless of the husband's extra marital relations and other abusive

behaviour such as polygamy and ‘small houses’ (concurrent relationships, multiple

partners) and violence. Women's consequent low socio-economic status results in

poverty, dependence on men and limited access to resources and services. This can be

a vicious trap for many married women and for young, poor women in relationships with

older or married men.

ACTIVITY CARD 4: step 1

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

This action involves the use of pictures to stimulate discussion.

Introduce the fact that many cultural practices put women and girls at risk. The table over the page highlights some practices that you can share as an introduction to

this activity.

Look together at the picture cards that follow.The picture

cards at the back of this page are for you the Facilitator.The larger

pictures are for community groups to look at and discuss.Let the

groups see them and chat amongst themselves. Ask questions

and facilitate discussion around each picture in turn.

What are the issues in each picture that-

• Encourage the spread of HIV?

• Link to domestic violence and problems between men

and women?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

SECOND ACTION- Cultural practices that place women and girls at riskSECOND ACTION- Cultural practices that place women and girls at risk

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

TAKE SOME NOTES AS NEEDED.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

ACTIVITY CARD 4: Women in our culture (continued)
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Cultural Attitudes and Beliefs common to southern Africa

Cultural Practices common to southern Africa

Male dominance through:
Men being in control of the means of production
Culture of silence regarding sex in marriage
Regard of child bearing as the main purpose of a marriage
Women being regarded as minors
Viewing the role of a woman is to please and satisfy the husband sexually at all times

Intergenerational Sex is common - sex between older and younger people, especially 'sugar daddies'

The insistence that women abstain from sex during pregnancy, childbirth and breast feeding leads to infidelity by men

Sex with a woman who has reached menopause is harmful to men - a myth or an excuse?

Is there a preference for dry / wet sex by men?

Wife inheritance, wife exchange, wife sharing, widow cleansing

Paying of bride price

Polygamy / small houses

Child pledging or spirit appeasement

Virginity testing

Cultural Attitudes and Beliefs common to southern Africa

Cultural Practices common to southern Africa

TABLE FOR STEP 1

2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

Pictures for Activity Card 4: 2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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NOTES

2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Vulnerability
Supporting children

Men's responsibilities
Supportive families

Greed

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Girls only Good girls

Dignity Bad Girls

Respect
Rejection

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Children
Can men and women live

together without children?
Alternatives?

Fertility

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Rape

Abuse of power
Adultery

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Vulnerability, tradition
Rape, responsibility,

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Men's greed, sexual desire,

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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3rd Action

This final action involves a role play in groups.

the group what they are.List them overleaf.Then ask

them why.List these over-leaf as well.

Set aside about 1 hour for this part. The role plays should only be a few minutes long, but time to plan them and

discuss them is needed

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Divide into small groups with each group appointing a

representative.

Ask the groups to role play a scene involving one of the images

they saw in action 2. They should tell you but not the other groups.Once

you have agreed on the situation, ask them to prepare a role play where

they must act out the situation.The other groups must identify the issue

which will later lead into further discussion.

Role plays are conducted and discussed.Take notes.

Feedback the key issues from the role play.Highlight the main areas of vulnerability in the community.There may

be others not mentioned in the role play.Discuss and conclude with

THIRD ACTION - Are women and girls vulnerable in our

homes and communities?

THIRD ACTION - Are women and girls vulnerable in our

homes and communities?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

A NOTE ON CULTURAL ATTITUDE AND BELIEFS
AND PRACTICES:

To change cultural practices that are harmful,
we need to look first at the attitudes and

beliefs that support them. The next section
looks at the practices raised here in discussion
and in pictures in more detail. Each issue has an

activity card tackling the subject to work
through. Take time to discuss each issue with the

community. Don't rush through all the activity
cards at once. You may have to do them more

than once.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

ACTIVITY CARD 4: Women in our culture (continued)
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NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 6 ACTION 2 - how women and girls
are vulnerable to hiv in our community.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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At the heart of the dynamics around HIV in the region lies the cultural assumption that men are the head of the household and women are minors who must refer to a man

(father, husband,brother) for any major decisions. Closely tied to this is a tradition of silence on matters of sexuality.

A woman's status in society is entirely determined by marriage and child bearing.Under these circumstances,divorce becomes a socially unacceptable option regardless of

the husband's extra marital relations and other abusive behaviour such as polygamy and small houses (concurrent relationships, multiple partners).These underpinning

beliefs ensure that women are unable to negotiate for safe, satisfying sex and lead to other disparities in gender relations that result in domestic violence, gender-based

violence and child abuse.Women's consequent low socio-economic status results in poverty,dependence on men and limited access to resources and services.

So one of the first issues at hand is power relations between women and men.We have discussed this before when talking about women's rights and equality. It is very

important.Let's look at what we know:

The unequal power relations between men and women extend to the right to own property (livestock,houses,land and children).

Men as providers are the owners of the family's property,while women own only the household utensils which are of little value.

Women may have little or no power or say in traditional practices such as widow inheritance or wife exchange and even polygamy.When a man dies a woman is

inherited by other family members along with the rest of his property.

�

�

�

LETS TALK ABOUT MALE DOMINANCE IN
OUR CULTURE AND COMMUNITY

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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Gender links with male dominance

Links with HIV and male dominance

• disempowerment of women
• gender inequality
• subordination of women
• gender-based violence
• men make all decisions regarding sexual and reproductive health
• women cannot negotiate for safer and satisfying sex
• extra-marital affairs put women at risk of being infected with HIV

• pregnant women are not free to undergo voluntary testing (VCT) to benefit from prevention of parent-to-child
transmission (PPTCT) programmes once they test positive

• having undergone VCT, women are sometimes prevented by their husbands from returning to the clinic for PPTCT treatment
• women cannot negotiate condom use in marriage easily
• women are unable to refuse their husbands sex even when they know they have an STI or have HIV
• women cannot negotiate for satisfying sex with their husbands and are sometimes compelled to seek satisfaction outside marriage
• women who do not have the 'protection' of a man, such as widows, may find themselves forced into sex work in order to survive or

look after their children

counselling and

Gender links with male dominance

Links with HIV and male dominance

These are tough facts to deal with! So what can we do about it? There is a strong connection with women's poor social and economic status. Empowering

women is the first step towards tackling these problems and creating benefits that go beyond women and girls but help to equalise relationships and reduce

the spread of HIV in our communities.Here are some simple links between gender,HIV and male dominance.Can you think of others?

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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As noted earlier,the rest of this part of the handbook is a series of activity cards

on some of the main issues that can help communities to tackle the main drivers

of HIV and AIDS within our cultural and gender practices. Work through them one

by one. You may have to do each card more than once or repeat them. There is no set

formula. The key is that community groups engage, understand and are motivated

and equipped to take some action - however large or small- towards better

gender and cultural practices in the face of the HIV and AIDS epidemic. This is the

core of your responsibility and work.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

The objective of this activity is to get you and the community

engaged in talking about the consequences of male dominance

through its links with HIV, and to move communities closer to

action that supports greater equality between women and men.

The whole activity will need about 2 hours.

This is a quick introduction and discussion which you will be managing.This activity should take around 45mins to 1 hour.

Explain to participants that there is a natural assumption across most African cultures that men govern community and cultural life.Too much value is attached to

childbearing which is often linked to a man's need to be seen to be manly and to father many children.Violence against women,another common feature of southern African

society,is also rooted in the assumption that men hold the power and have rights over women that include the violent enforcement of men's desires.

Introduce the pictures for this action card.They show some of the ways men's behaviour affects the community.Discuss each picture.Make notes of important points

made and remember to share back the points made.You will notice that some of the pictures also involve women's behaviours that also contribute to the spread of HIV. When

discussing all the actions try to get the group to think about why women and men do this in the first place.Often the answer is surprising.Looking for underlying causes is

really important as these are the things that action must address.

To wrap up,ask the group to share and agree on their thoughts regarding what the problems that result from male dominance are.Some points are:

non-negotiation over sex,non use of condoms,multiple partners

Gender-based violence

economic disempowerment of women.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

�

�

�

FIRST ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

ACTIVITY CARD 5: talking about and taking action
on male dominance

Remember that gender is about the differences between

the needs of women and men, girls and boys. There are

particular vulnerabilities that women face both as a result

of culture and their reproductive roles. This discussion is

not about alienating or picking on men. Both men and women

need to work together. You will need to make sure this is

understood before getting on to the discussion.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Pictures for Activity Card 5: 1st Action
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1st Action

NOTES

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action
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KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Womens work
FairnessMens wage

Hard work

1st Action
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1st Action
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KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

School fees
A burden

Responsibilities
Contraception
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1st Action
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KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Pleasing men
UnsafeDangerous

Dry Wet
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CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action
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KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

1st Action

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Rejection
AngerDejection

Denial
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2nd Action

SECOND ACTION
This action pulls together the issues.

Introduce the issue and explain that there are four important areas to discuss around male dominance:
• Men in control of all productive resources
• Silence between families and couples on issues of sexuality
• The importance of children in marriages
• Men and women's expectations of sexual satisfaction in a

relationship.

This table highlights the main issues for you to help the discussion
along.

Using some blank paper,a chalkboard or any other means of
sharing this table, ask the group to first go through each of the four
issues one by one.

“What problems have you seen on this issue?”

And then

“What suggestions do you have to make a change for the better?”

Record the group’s answers.

Discuss and agree on the group's answers and fill in the table.Explain that they have taken the first steps towards an action plan.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

SECOND ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

ACTIVITY CARD 5: talking about and taking action
on male dominance

The issue to
discuss
The issue to
discuss

The problems it causes Some suggestions for change

Men are in control
of all productive
resources

Men are in control
of all productive
resources

Culture of silence
regarding
sexuality

Culture of silence
regarding
sexuality

Importance of
Children in
Marriage

Importance of
Children in
Marriage

The role of a
woman is to please
and satisfy the
husband sexually
at all times

The role of a
woman is to please
and satisfy the
husband sexually
at all times

Women turn to sex work and other risky work to
earn extra money.
Women less able to make important decisions when
men are away.

Men and women do not speak openly about sex to
each other.When important issues arise such as STI
or condom use it is harder to share them.
STI's occur more often and are spread quickly. HIV
spreads faster.

A woman is exposed to HIV when a substitute man
such as a 'Prophet' or spiritual and traditional healer
impregnates her.

If the woman does not get pregnant, the man is
pressured to impregnate another woman or take
another wife to prove his fertility, increasing all
parties' risks of contracting HIV.

Women cannot negotiate safe sex or refuse sex. Dry
sex increases the risk of vaginal tearing, which also
increases STI and HIV transmission.

Marriage is a partnership. Communities should respect couples
who share the decision making in the home.

More women's voices at community level.

Communities need to encourage a culture of listening and
responding and the valuable roles of mentors, aunties and uncles
could be resurrected;
Communities must be encouraged to break the silence around
sexuality and the stigma of HIV.

The family group/meeting that arranges surrogate paternity should
talk to both parties so that they go for HIV testing. It is important
that the woman is given the choice to decide whether to follow
this route;
Any healer who insists on inserting 'herbs' directly into the vagina
intends to impregnate the woman patient themselves.

Families should not pressure couples to have children and put their
and the community’s health at risk.

There is need for communication between couples so that the risk
to the woman is recognised;
Couples need to be educated about the physiological
consequences (damage to the body) of dry sex.
Men need to educate men. Get more men involved!

1 hour 15 minutes

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

The issue to
discuss
The issue to
discuss

The problems it causes Some suggestions for change

Men are in control
of all productive
resources

Men are in control
of all productive
resources

Culture of silence
regarding
sexuality

Culture of silence
regarding
sexuality

Importance of
Children in
Marriage

Importance of
Children in
Marriage

The role of a
woman is to please
and satisfy the
husband sexually
at all times

The role of a
woman is to please
and satisfy the
husband sexually
at all times

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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ACTIVITY CARD 6: talking about and taking action
on intergenerational sex

The objective of this activity is to get communities talking about intergenerational sex,

to question what is acceptable and why and to see these practices and how they can

spread HIV in their communities.You will need about 1- 2 hours for the three actions.

This is a quick introduction

Explain to the participants that intergenerational sex relates mostly to young

women having sex with older men or young men having sex with older women and

refers to an age gap of greater than 10 years between the parties.Most African cultures

accept relationships between much older men and younger women, especially for the

purposes of childbearing. Older men often take much younger wives. This has made

intergenerational sex more acceptable.The same unquestioned approval is not given to

relationships between older women and younger men. Commonly, the older partners

have most of the resources envied by the young partners and intergenerational sex

occurs as a way of acquiring fashionable items or meeting basic needs by the younger

partners.

Discuss with participants and ask them to share their thoughts.

Step 1:

Step 2:

FIRST ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

1st Action

NOTES

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES



SECOND ACTION
This action helps participants understand the effects of intergenerational sex and takes the discussion from action 1 a step further.

Introduce the pictures for this action card.They are on the next page.They demonstrate the meaning and consequences of intergenerational sex.

Using the pictures as material,ask the participants to break into small groups and act out small scenes that they have come across in their communities (making sure

not to name names or people but just the situation)

Step 1:

Step 2:

SECOND ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

64

2nd Action

ACTIVITY CARD 6: talking about and taking action
on intergenerational sex (continued)

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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intergenerational sex 1

2nd Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Sugar mummy
Money
Cellphones

Family

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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2nd Action

intergenerational sex 2

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Money
Cellphones

Family

Sugar daddy

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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3rd Action

ACTIVITY CARD 6: Talking about and taking action
on intergenerational sex (continued)

THIRD ACTION
This action involves story telling.

Use the following stories on the next page to encourage further discussion.
Story 1:Her first love
Story 2:His first love
Story 3:Their lucky daughter.

Ask the group why intergenerational sex occurs.Ask them what would make this practice stop.
Introduce the following points into the general discussion:
• Older men with very young girls is a form of child abuse and can lead to child rape or other sexual abuse. It reduces girl children to men's playthings and damages

their self esteem,while also exposing them to HIV and unwanted pregnancy;
• Usually the older partners have most of the resources envied by the young partners and these relashionships offer a way of acquiring fashionable items or meeting

basic needs;
• Usually involves an exchange of money or gifts for sexual favours;
• Condom use by older men is generally very low and young women are unable to refuse;
• HIV prevalence is higher among young women involved in cross-generational sex;
• Much older husbands tend to increase the subordinate position of women.

Ask the participants to make two lists as follows to conclude their discussion.Use a chalk board or a piece of paper if possible.Record what is finally said and agreed.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

THIRD ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

How sex between much older and younger people makes gender inequality worse How sex between much older and younger people  links with the spread of HIV

Lessons to draw on - having sex with someone

whose history is unknown can be deadly. Do we

expect older men who are 8 or more years our

senior to  be celibate? How will you know if a

man is a virgin??? If we do stick to our own age

groups  will it cut down on some of these

infections?

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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3rd Action

STORY 1: Her first love

A young woman meets a man 10 years her senior,
falls in love with him and he with her, and within
a year they are married.This is her first love affair
and also the first time she will have sex, as she
has been saving herself for the wedding night.
There is nothing wrong with that, is there?

The story goes wrong when the couple's baby
dies in the second month and within a few more
months the young woman herself begins to look
sickly. Before long she dies, from an AIDS-related
illness.The question then would be, 'how did she
get AIDS, she only had one partner - her
husband?”

STORY 1: Her first love STORY 2: His first love

In another situation there is a young woman who
does not want to hang out with guys her age
because of their immaturity and stinginess. She
prefers the older guys with cars, cash and lots of
ideas of how to spend it on a girl. However, the
difference is that while the guys her age don't
have much to give her they are content with a kiss
and a trip to the movies.The older guys like and
expect some action and this young lady is
prepared to provide it if it means a hairdo, a nail
job, outfits every month, a car, a flat, money to
share with her family and some independence of
her own.

After about a year of this lifestyle her 'first love'
returns from studying overseas.This young
woman decides to settle down with him, after all
he has come back with a bit of money. In three
short years he dies of an AIDS-related illness.
Those who know this guy say that she was the
only person he ever loved.When he was abroad
all he did was count the days till he got back. So
how did AIDS come in?

STORY 2: His first love STORY 3:Their lucky daughter

OOOOOOO (ululation) ” My daughter has found a
man for herself and the good thing is, he is not
married. She is now rich.” Baba and Amai were so
happy their daughter had finally settled down.
And what a good catch. He was older but neither
a widower or a divorcee (but they would also be
good options as they were also looking for love,
and 17 to 20 years old is a good age for a girl to
marry. Better than running around with all those
young boys).

They are just being practical after all, times are
hard, who wouldn't accept lobola from an older
man? Some even accept lobola from men who
already have two wives so what if the man is
older, he is a bachelor! Each month the mother
ululates when the daughter brings groceries,
sometimes even a new dress and a coat for Baba.
He shakes this mans hand proudly. After all, isn't
his own wife a little younger than him?

STORY 3:Their lucky daughter

STORIES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 6 THIRD ACTION

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

ACTIVITY CARD 7: lets talk about abstaining from sex

The objective is to highlight common practices and beliefs around pregnancy, child birth, breastfeeding and family when a baby is born and how they can have negative
impacts on the community,especially women and the spread of HIV.The whole activity should take between 1 and 2 hours.

This action introduces the broad issues to the participants.

explain to participants that there are many myths and practices regarding the issue of sex during pregnancy and breast feeding.Traditionally sexual activity was
avoided to prevent a new pregnancy too soon after the birth of a baby, but such practices have now become problematic, leaving both parties without sex for prolonged
periods of time and thus encouraging them to seek sexual satisfaction outside the marriage.It is often believed that a woman has no sexual desires or needs of her own and
that sex is purely for making babies.Older women (who can no longer have children) who look for sex risk falling out of favour with their husbands.This idea also serves to
validate men's desire to look for younger women to satisfy their sexual needs once their wife has reached menopause.Various myths have grown up around this,such as that
the woman will have a false pregnancy if she has sex,or that the man's health will be damaged if he has sex with an unproductive women.If a woman is HIV positive there is a
possibility of her passing HIV to a newborn baby.It is hard for women not to breastfeed or to breastfeed for only a short time.

Look at the pictures over the page.Ask the group to discuss what they see.What do they think are the issues?

Step 1:

Step 2:

FIRST ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Pictures for Activity Card 7: 1st Action

CONDOMS



1st Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Freedom
HIV

Lonely

Tradition
Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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1st Action
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Roles of men
Freedom

Separated families
Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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1st Action
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Taboo Caring

Contraception

Safe sex
Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

Child planning
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1st Action

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Loving

PMTCT

SafeNatural
Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own

future

Stigma
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2nd Action

ACTIVITY CARD 7: lets talk about abstaining from sex (continued)

SECOND ACTION
This action helps participants explore sexual desires in women and men.

Ask the group if women and men have the same sexual desires.Discuss and
record key answers.Introduce issues such as 'do women have sex just to have babies'
or 'women have sex because they enjoy it.

Split into groups made up of only women/men. In these groups discuss the
following:
• When should couples not have sex?Why?
• When should women not breastfeed?Why?
• Sex after menopause?
• If men have affairs and women know this why can't condoms always be

used?
Come back together as a mixed group.Share the views of both groups.This can be an eye opener for both women and men and will highlight the ingrained issues that

will need to be tackled in future actions by the community.

Discuss the idea that a woman has no sexual desires or needs of her own and that sex is purely for procreation.Why is it that women of a certain age who look for sex risk being
ostracised by their husband? This idea also serves to validate men's desire to look for younger women to satisfy their sexual needs once their wife has reached menopause.
Various myths have grown up around this, such as that the woman will have a false pregnancy if she has sex,or that the man's health will be damaged is he has sex with an
unproductive women.

Makes some notes overleaf as needed.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

SECOND ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

HERE ARE SOME CHALLENGING QUESTIONS

TO ASK GROUPS:

Do women only want babies from a relationship?

Are humans/women only like animals and driven

by reproduction?

Do women only want to control men by

having babies?

Is this not an excuse for men to have affairs

or to take new wives?

Where is the evidence that men will be harmed?

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 7 ACTION 2

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

ACTIVITY CARD 8: our shame not our culture -
wife inheritance, wife exchange/sharing, wife cleansing

The objective of this activity card is to highlight the gender and HIV risks of these sometimes tolerated cultural practices.You will need 1 to 2 hours for this activity.

This involves pictures - some of them are quite explicit!

Look at the pictures overleaf together.What is going on in the picture.Ask the group to explain.Does this or something similar happen in the community?What would

you do if it did? How would you react?

Take the group through each of the following issues and ask them why they first began and if that reason still stands

• Wife inheritance - why does this still happen? Is it desirable? Should it be adapted or stopped.If they answer adapted - say how and record those answers.

• Wife exchange/sharing - why does this still happen? Is it desirable? Should it be adapted or stopped.If they answer adapted - say how and record those answers.

• Wife cleansing - why does this still happen? Is it desirable? Should it be adapted or stopped.If they answer adapted - say how and record those answers.

Step 1:

Step 2:

FIRST ACTION - Asking why?

Step 1:

Step 2:

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

NOTES

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

PICTURES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 8: wife inheritance

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

Possession
Paid for
Part of the furniture
Respect, mother, wife, daughter

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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1st Action

PICTURES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 8: wife cleansing

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

Rape
Women's rights, tradition

Caring not hurting
Facts not myths

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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1st Action

ACTIVITY CARD 8: our shame not our culture -
wife inheritance, wife exchange/sharing, wife cleansing (continued)

The objective of this activity card is to highlight the gender and HIV risks of these sometimes tolerated cultural practices.You will need 1 to 2 hours for this activity.

This is a consolidatory action

Highlight to the group that various practices exist throughout the region which demonstrate the idea that a woman is a part of a man's property in the same way as

cows and goats.Traditionally the idea of the woman marrying a brother safeguards the family's wealth and land,and in theory ensures the security of the wife and children.In

practice a woman has little say in accepting the option to marry a brother, for if she refuses, the family may send her back to her home.Where wife sharing or exchange is

concerned,a man may opt to share his wife with a brother as a way of excusing his taking on another wife.Share with them the following links.

Step 1:

SECOND ACTION - making links

Step 1:

Link with Gender Link with HIV

• a woman is a minor and part of the husband's property
• a woman has no say in with whom she has sex
• where it is suspected that a woman's husband died of AIDS, the family

may reject her entirely,taking the property and leaving her destitute.

• the probability of the new husband (or the woman herself ) being
infected is high since there is no testing prior to the ceremony

• due to the stigma attached to AIDS, in-laws are increasingly turning their
backs on women whose husbands have died as a result of AIDS,because
of the widespread assumption that they are destined to follow soon after.

Step 2: Ask the group how these practices can be stopped or changed.This is the start of action planning records the examples given.Step 2:

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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1st Action

NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 8 ACTION 1 - links between wife
inheritance and cleansing and gender and hIv

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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ACTIVITY CARD 9: paying the bride price!

This activity asks communities to focus on both the positive and the negative aspects of lobola etc when couples get married.

Step 1 - Lets talk about our experiences of paying the bride price.This is a good place to start.Let people talk freely.Encourage them to give examples of good and maybe not so

good experiences.Don't let it be one sided.Record these examples.

Step 2 - Lets look at why lobola works and why it does not.In the good examples what were the reasons the lobola experience went well?Write these down.In the not so good

experience,what were the reasons it did not go so well?

Step 3 - Lets talk about responsibilities.All cultural traditions and practices come with responsibilities.What are the responsibilities around lobola? Are they being kept? By

whom? Are they being broken? By whom?Why is this happening?

FIRST ACTION -The challenges of changeFIRST ACTION -The challenges of change
1 -2 hours

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 9

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

Link with Gender Link with HIV

• women have no rights to children
• reinforces the wife's subordination to the husband
• makes it taboo for women to initiate divorce
• since they are not allowed to take their children with them, women are

reluctant to leave even abusive relationships.

• women cannot refuse sex with their husbands regardless of the
circumstances

• women are forced to remain in abusive ,high risk relationships.

ACTIVITY CARD 9: paying the bride price! (continued)

SECOND ACTION - Linking to gender and HIV

The payment of the bride price was traditionally to provide the parents of a girl child with some compensation for the labour they would lose when the girl married,and for

their expenses in educating her and bringing her up.The payment also ensured that the children born to the union would 'belong' to the father's clan rather than the mother's.

With the increase in money driven societies, the bride price has become a devalued and dangerous arrangement which is sometimes misunderstood to mean a man has

'bought' his wife, much as any other commodity. Women in abusive relationships may remain in them for fear of losing their children, putting them at high risk of HIV

infection.

SECOND ACTION - Linking to gender and HIV

1 -2 hours
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2nd Action

NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 9 - links between wife
inheritance and cleansing and gender and hiv
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1st Action

Link with Gender Link with HIV

• the women are not always sexually satisfied
• women's sexual needs and desires are not considered.

• multiple concurrent relationships increase the spread of HIV
• in the case of so called 'small houses',people in the sexual network are at

a higher risk because condom use is low and inconsistent.

ACTIVITY CARD 10: polygamy and small houses

The objective of this activity is to look at what is known as multiple concurrent sexual relationships - whether these are‘sanctioned’by cultural

practices such as polygamy,or through illicit means such as small houses.

Introduce the subject. Make note that polygamy is widely accepted throughout southern Africa .While the tendency remains in rural areas, in urban areas it has

transformed into an acceptance that men will have multiple concurrent partnerships, which are sometimes formal (as in the case of the 'small house') and sometimes not

(prostitution and extra marital affairs).

In the traditional version,in theory the husband would obtain the wife's approval of his bringing in another wife,though in practice,the wife or wives simply had to accept the

husband's decision. In the urban version, the wife may be entirely ignorant of the other woman, even when families are aware of the relationship and there are children

involved.The presence of children indicates the unprotected nature of the sex in such relationships.

n today's world what are the risks of polygamy, small houses and other multiple relationship scenarios? Ask the group.Also ask if it is only married people who are

affected by this? How else or when else can you be affected.Use this table to help the discussion along.

Step 1:

Step 2: I

ACTION ONE - Asking why?
Step 1:

Step 2: I

1 -2 hours

Step 3: What can be done about it? Think of solutions that include consideration of - how we raise our children, especially our sons. Use of condoms in the spread of

disease. Open and honest relationships. Groups like PADARE offer a man’s approach to thinking and discussing around these issues…

Step 3:
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NOTES FOR ACTIVITY CARD 10 -
multiple concurrent partnerships
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1st Action

Link with Gender Link with HIV

• only girls (often under age) are pledged,usually to older men
• the girls have no say in the matter and may end up having sex with men

even when they are below the age of consent.

• older men are more likely to be infected with HIV.

ACTIVITY CARD 11: trials of the girl child

The objective of this activity is to consider the role of our girl children in our traditional belief systems with a focus on child pledging and virginity testing.

Look at the picture overleaf.What is going on here? Discuss

Does this still happen today? In full or in part? Are there alternatives to such practices?What are they?

Overcoming fear is the biggest challenge to breaking destructive practices such as this.Changing the way things are done may bring down terrible consequences for

the family. Fear-based attitudes are very hard to break. But the key to moving forward is the law.We live in modern times where the law deals with unlawful acts such as

murder, and communities must be encouraged to use the law and not tackle these issues alone. But this is not the only issue, they are also related to gender and HIV. Most

countries in southern Africa believe that the dead remain present in the world and intervene in our lives as ancestors.Spirits of those who have died can become particularly

malevolent and there is therefore a belief that such spirits can and should be mollified.This is often done in cases of murder or accidental death and will usually be the result of

a consultation with a n'anga (traditional healer),following family catastrophes that can be attributed to the death.A girl child may be pledged to the family of the deceased in

order to provide the family with the children they have been deprived of as a result of the death.Neither the child,nor her parents has any say in this.Child pledging is illegal

and should be reported…

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

FIRST ACTION
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

2 hours +
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NOTES
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1st Action

KEY WORDS

Ngozi, girl pledging, women's rights
Daughter, sister, child abuse

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own
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2nd Action

ACTIVITY CARD 11: trials of the girl child (continued)

SECOND ACTION

This action involves some graphic pictures that may be upsetting to some.

Look at the picture over the page.What is happening here? Let the group describe what they see.

Bringing this activity home - what are the links with gender equality and HIV? Only girls are expected to remain virgins until marriage. This largely serves the function

of ensuring that men's reproductive rights are assured.When girls are tested,those who are 'approved' by the virgin tester may find themselves the targets of older men who

know themselves to be infected and seek to have sex with a virgin in order to 'cure' themselves.Older men wanting to have 'safer' sex for themselves (thinking that younger

girls are less likely to have HIV) may demand anal sex from girls in exchange for money or gifts.The girls will agree in-order to avoid getting pregnant.

Step 1:

Step 2:

SECOND ACTION

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3: Discuss these links.The key to the discussion is that far from protecting our daughters in the modern world such practices are putting girls and women at risk.Step 3:

Link with Gender Link with HIV

• pressure on women and girls to remain virgins. • young women engage in unsafe alternative sex,such as anal sex, in order
to keep their hymens intact

• they are targeted by older men looking for virgins for thrills, or for
cleansing with the belief that sex cures AIDS.

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES
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2nd Action

KEY WORDS

Virginity in boys
Fear, panic, disappointment

Women's role

CBV’S AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITIES

Here are some key words to stimulate discussion - you can always add your own



This section helps pull together all the work so far.You may not get here for a while.You may need to go back over

other sections.When communities are ready use this section to make action plans. Community action plans last

longer when everyone is involved and agreements are reached.

105
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TAKING ACTION

This section is just a guide.Involving the community is key.Remember here you are a facilitator.You suggest and

introduce.Communities must see and understand be told.NOT
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TAKING ACTION

(See you asked, we answered booklet)

What works and what doesn't….

Lets summarise what we have covered to start with.From your work with communities - have any reached the following conclusions in your discussion? All of them or some of

them? Your job is to help move communities forward on all of these issues. It may be that you can only tackle one thing at a time.You may have to go back again and keep

talking about the issues covered so far.Review where you are at this point.Which topics need more discussion before you can move on.Use the notes overleaf.

CHANGING THE RIVER'S FLOW

WHAT WORKS IN FIGHTING HIV (AS LONG AS
TACKLED WITH CARE AND CAUTION)
preserving male AND female virginity

when girls and boys sleep in separate

rooms
family support to women and men when

a divorce is being considered or has
happened

a better role for aunts and uncles

when children are special and actively

protected
when extended families work together

productively
when communities support and

protect orphaned children

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

WHAT CAN BE ADAPTED TO BETTER SUPPORT WOMEN
AND FIGHT HIV

WHAT SHOULD NOT CONTINUE AS IT MAKES GENDER
INEQUALITY WORSE AND QUICKENS THE SPREAD OF HIV

payment of bride price - its not about money!
wife inheritance - if both parties are willing then both

must get tested.
virginity testing - test boys and girls in a safe and less

invasive manner.

child pledging/spirit appeasement and child abuse is
illegal!

wife inheritance when its an excuse for multiple
sexual partners.

polyygamy/small houses that replace honesty in
marriage.

taking over the property of the deceased and
separating the children of a family.

widow cleansing.
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You have looked at what does and doesn't work and talked about it with communities, but HOW to make it happen is really important. Share the following

information once you have read and understood it.Take each issue one at a time.

Promoting female virginity not virginity testing!

This is valued by men and women but for different reasons.Today this practice

has resulted in it becoming a risk factor for HIV when older men feel that sex

with virgins can keep them safe.Young girls need to be informed about the risks

of relationships with older men and parents should encourage VCT.Virginity

testing is cruel and demeaning.

Promoting female virginity How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

• keeps the value and respect for the woman high
• demonstrates women's strength and character
• encourages partnerships between men and women in relationships.

• no risk if both parties are virgins
• encourages VCT and knowledge of people's status

How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

Promoting parent's roles in sex education

Traditionally, because of the taboos connected with sex and sexual matters, the

role of educating and informing young people about them was devolved to the

closest male or female relative of the parent's age group. Often these

relationships were respectful but playful, and young people were relieved from

the need to keep face when discussion with an aunt or uncle was called for.

Unfortunately families have changed quite a lot and not all family members are

trustworthy or may live too far away. Parents need to be encouraged to talk to

their children directly.

Promoting parent's roles in sex education How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

• mothers and fathers work in partnership for their children setting an
example of how couples should communicate around sex

• girls can be taught how to tactfully approach men about sensitive subjects
• boys can be taught how to live with and respect their wives.

• faithfulness is emphasised
• communication is encouraged
• provides mentorship for different aspects of marital relationships
• encourages delayed sexual onset.

How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

CHANGING THE RIVER'S FLOW
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(See you asked, we answered booklet)

Dealing with Divorce

In the traditional family set up, discouraging divorce went hand-in-hand with the

involvement of the extended family in resolving whatever problems a couple was

experiencing.Since extended families are under considerable pressure in modern

Africa and couples are more likely to live in a set up closer to that of the western

nuclear family, the stigma of divorce remains, without the help of family mentors

and advisors.Promoting counselling services and professional support when

extended family support is not possible or feasible is important.

Dealing with Divorce How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

• reduces the pressure on the couple (the woman especially), as the
service/family supports the couple to address the continuous issues
(financial, sexual, relationships).

• extramarital or concurrent relationships are strongly discouraged by
professional services

• modern and accurate information is available at modern counselling and
support facilities.

How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

Re-valuing children

Traditionally children were regarded as a special resource that needed to be

nurtured and protected. As a result there were special rules governing their

interaction with adults, especially between male adults and female children.

Chiramu was playful and supervised. Men's current behaviour in the face of HIV

places young female family members at risk. Families, especially mothers and

fathers, should talk to their children about their personal safety.

Re-valuing children How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

• distance between girl children and male relatives was enforced
• modesty of dress was encouraged in order not to inflame male passions
• provides a counselling, support and surveillance system
• domestic violence was contained.

• child abuse is not tolerated and the opportunities for this are reduced by
good supervision and awareness raising

• reduced opportunity for multiple relationships and child abuse.

How does it help balance gender relations?

How does it help fight HIV?

CHANGING THE RIVER'S FLOW
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This is another strategy to make individuals and communities safer and healthier.Using the law.This has been mentioned in previous sections. It is very important to know

where to get help and that you can get help.

marital rights,

age of majority

dual legal system

How have SADC countries responded to the concerns of women's rights and the spread of HIV?Two main issues arise - those of marriage and of women's rights.

On only two countries (South Africa and Tanzania) have passed laws to provide for equal status between women and men in customary marriages. South

Africa's Recognition of Customary Marriages Act of 1998 gives African women married under Customary Law equal status,capacity and rights under the law.

The ranges between 16 and 21 years of age. According to national laws, youth below the age of majority require written consent from their parents or

guardians to marry. However, in four countries, the age of majority is different for boys and girls. For example in Tanzania, the age of majority is 15 for girls and 18 for boys.

Angola has the lowest age of sexual consent (12 years of age).

The that has customary law (traditional practices at community level) and statutory laws (laws of the land as declared by government) can make life difficult

for women and spread HIV when multiple partners are involved.When the two laws say different things it is often the one that favours men that is accepted.

This is another strategy to make individuals and communities safer and healthier.Using the law.This has been mentioned in previous sections. It is very important to know

where to get help and that you can get help.

marital rights,

age of majority

dual legal system

KNOWING THE LAWS THAT GOVERN AND PROTECT
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(See you asked, we answered booklet)

The objective here is to encourage communities to make and monitor plans for action and change.

Once you are happy that the community has engaged and learned across all the topics, take those issues that are a concern for the community and pull them together in an

action plan.The following template might be helpful to use.

FIRST ACTION

ACTIVITY CARD 12: planning for action

Cultural practice we need to stop! What will we have to do to make
this happen
What will we have to do to make
this happen

When will we start Who should be involved
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MY NOTES AND EXPERIENCES
Take some time to jot down additional, important and interesting experiences that can be used with your work in communities!
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The following is a possible workshop schedule.You may want to work with communities over a few days or over a set period of time.This schedule will help you plan and use

your time effectively.It is not rigid.You don't have to do things exactly as they are laid out here.This is just a guide,make changes as you need them.Talk to others and see what

they think.Work together as a change agent group - this always helps!

SESSION GUIDE

ACTION CARD PAGE NUMBER TIME NEEDED WHAT YOU WILL NEED

Culture and tradition PAGE  5 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencils for taking notes
Activity card pictures

What you will be doing? - Discussing and looking at pictures.

Gender and culture PAGE  19 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
Gender timeline table - on the board or a piece of paper

What you will be doing? - Filling in a table and doing a short quizz.

Culture, gender and HIV PAGE  25 2 hours + A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
The story provided
Copies for the circle diagram on the chalk board or on paper

What you will be doing? - Filling in the diagrams to unpack the issues.

Women in our culture PAGE  31 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
Information boxes to share

What you will be doing? - Asking questions and taking notes.
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ACTION CARD PAGE NUMBER TIME NEEDED WHAT YOU WILL NEED
Men in our culture PAGE  50 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes

Activity card pictures.

What you will be doing? - Discussing and looking at pictures.

Intergenerational sex PAGE  63 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
Activity card pictures.

What you will be doing? - Discussing and looking at pictures, sharing and discussing stories.

Sex, safe sex, positive
prevention

PAGE  71 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
Activity card pictures.

What you will be doing? - Discussing and looking at pictures, asking questions in same sex groups.

Wife inheritance/
sharing/exchange

PAGE  83 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes

What you will be doing? - Discussing important questions and issues.

Paying the bride price! PAGE  91 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes

What you will be doing? - Discussing important questions and issues.

Polygamy and small
houses

PAGE  95 1 - 2 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes

What you will be doing? - Discussing important questions and issues.

Trials of the girl child PAGE  97 2 hours + A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes
Activity card pictures

What you will be doing? - Discussing and looking at pictures, asking questions.

Planning for action PAGE  113 2 - 3 hours A blackboard / chalk, paper or notebooks / pens & pencil for taking notes

What you will be doing? - Making action plans in community groups and agreeing on them as
well as what to do if they are not done.
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SAfAIDS Resource Centres Network
There is a co-ordinated network of information resource centres and kiosks established by SAfAIDS in partnership with national networks of AIDS service organisations across

southern Africa.The key function of this network is to address the HIV and AIDS information gap between countries and hard to reach communities within southern Africa.

There are central resource centres across many countries in Africa.There are also smaller resource centres called SAfAIDS Satellite Resource Centres (SSRCs).

• You can access SAfAIDS publications,materials and activities as well as important documents,posters and leaflets from a number of international,regional and local

organisations.

• Through meetings, e-fora, emails and websites there is information exchange and experience sharing between NGOs, ASOs, FBOs, Youth and civil society

organisations working in the field of HIV and AIDS.If you have access to email/internet you can take part too!

• Some centres have computers for you to work on and research on as well as personnel who can help you get better informed.

• The centres are open to walk-in and phone-in visitors as well as to reach out to target audiences through a dedicated email address for information requests.The

Satellite Resource Centres also strive to make their services accessible to people with disabilities.

• SAfAIDS has supported its satellite resource centre partners to establish rural information kiosks in the hard to reach communities thereby increasing access to

readily available HIV and AIDS information for the diverse population groups within southern Africa.There may be one near you.

What can this network offer CBV’s?

SAfAIDS Resource Centres Network

What can this network offer CBV’s?

RESOURCES FOR THE CULTURE BOOK
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Here are a list of documents you might want to find and read to help you know more.

The following websites will also be useful:

Interlinkages between Culture,GBV,HIV and AIDS andWomen’s Rights - aTraining Manual.SAfAIDS

Gender,Human Rights and HIV and AIDS in Southern Africa:A resource Book for HIV and AIDS Implementers,Programmers and Managers.SAfAIDS & UNIFEM

HIV and AIDS Documentation and Communication Skills:A focus on Best Practice,A course Guidebook for HIV Programme Implementers and Managers.SAfAIDS

“The Seke Cultural Dialogue Series:A Good Practice Booklet”.SAfAIDS

Operational Guide on Gender and HIV and AIDS:A rights based Approach.UNAIDS

GenderViolence and HIV and AIDS:Break the Cycle and Break the Silence.KZN Network

Mobilising Communities to Prevent DomesticViolence:A resource Guide for Organisations in East and Southern Africa.UNIFEM & Action Aid Uganda

Cultural Practices and Beliefs,Women’s Rights and HIV and AIDS in Mozambique.SAfAIDS

SAfAIDS: www.safaids.net

Women’s AIDS Support Network: www.wasn.net

ZimbabweWomen’s Resource Centre Network: www.zwrcn.org.zw

National Association of NGO’s NANGO: www.nango.net

Musasa Project for AbusedWomen: musasa@telco.co.zw

ZimbabweWomen’s Lawyers Association: zwala@zol.co.zw

PADARE A male support and education group: www.padare.net

Here are a list of documents you might want to find and read to help you know more.

The following websites will also be useful:
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